
The 

Hammer
Tough Job Wax Stripper

!!!!!  Reduces stripping time
!!!!!  Melts heavy build-up
!!!!!  Highly concentrated

!!!!!  Low odor

The stripper that helps
you buck the trend!

Every year it seems there is less time available for floor restoration, more floors to
maintain and smaller staffs to do the labor. Time and cost constraints stretch the span
between full strip-outs to years, when not long ago, a few months was the norm. As more
coats accumulate and more time passes the finish build gets deeper, and harder and
tougher to remove ... but, it finally has to be done.

The Hammer is a seriously strong stripper designed to handle serious stripping problems.
Its unique complex of alkaline builders, penetrants and water soluble solvents attack and
melt away 20 ... 25 ... even 30 coats of old, locked on finish ... usually in a few minutes. It
liquefies hard burnished, heat set polymers and acrylics ...even urethane fortified seals
that are impervious to most strippers.

The Hammer is highly concentrated, so actual use chemical cost is comparable to
conventional strippers, but the real savings are realized by reducing stripping times and
eliminating repeated applications necessary with weaker products. And, your staff will
really appreciate our new, low odor formula.

Try some on your next tough job and you’ll see why we say ...

When the project requires speed ...
put The Hammer down.
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The Hammer
Tough Job Wax Stripper

When the project requires speed ....
put

The Hammer
down.

The Hammer is a professional strength wax stripper formulated to speed the most difficult stripping tasks. It will
penetrate and liquefy multiple coats of finish in minutes .... making short work of thick accumulations in corners
and edges and hard burnished, heat set, high speed coatings.

Use Instructions: Safe Handling and Application
1. Good industrial hygiene dictates the use of chemical resistant gloves and eye protection when using this

product. Protective footwear is advised for sure footing. Read SDS sheet before using.
2. Do not use on wood or painted surfaces. When using for the first time, test in an inconspicuous area to

determine suitability for use. If test indicates any tendency to bleach color or soften tile, contact your Wayne
Representative for alternative products.

Directions for Use
1. For problem floors mix 1 part The Hammer with 4 parts cool water. (For severe conditions a 1:3 ratio may be

used... lighter build-ups can generally be removed with a 1: l0 dilution.)
2. Apply liberally to a small (50-100 sq. ft.) area. Treat edges and corners first to increase soak time. Allow

solution to work for 3-5 minutes (longer if problem is severe). Agitate with mop to put dissolved finish into solution.
Re-wet as necessary. Do not allow to dry.

3. Test to check if finish is completely liquefied by wiping a small area dry with a paper towel. If stripping is
complete the liquid should wipe completely from the floor leaving bare tile. If some gummy residue remains,
scrub area with a floor machine equipped with a stripping pad or re-wet and allow to soak until finish is
dissolved.

4. Pick up dirty solution with wet vac, automatic scrubber or floor squeegee and mop.
5. Rinse thoroughly with clear water.
6. Let floor dry thoroughly before applying finish.

NOTE: Under humid conditions terrazzo floors can retain water for several hours after the last rinse. Allow 6-
8 hours or overnight before applying coating.

Manufactured by:
Wayne Concept Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Fort Wayne, IN 46825          260-482-8615

Serving the maintenance community since 1933


